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Permanent Link to Russian Company Credo-Dialogue Releases GNSS Software
2021/03/19
The Russian company Credo-Dialogue has released Credo GNSS 1.0, a GNSS
processing software. Credo GNSS 1.0 is designed for processing of satellite geodetic
measurements in differential mode. In this mode, the simultaneous operation of two
or more receivers forms the baseline. The input can use the following types of data:
satellite geodetic measurements and ephemeris format RINEX (2.0-3.2); satellite
geodetic measurements and ephemeris formats satellite geodetic receivers (in
accordance with the import module); import point coordinates from text files in any
format, user-configurable; precise ephemeris (can be downloaded automatically to
the time span of the project); and raster image formats BMP, GIF, TIFF (GeoTIFF),
JPEG, JPEG2000, PNG, CRF, ECW and RSW. Also in the program, users can view
images from web services such as Google Maps, Bing and Express Kosmosnimki.
Credo GNSS supports a variety of coordinate systems, including Transverse
Mercator, Mercator, PseudoMercator, Lambert Conformal Conic and Orthographic.
To learn more about the software, click here or view the video below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRmTB4GEhak

5g 4g blocker
This paper shows the real-time data acquisition of industrial data using scada.this
noise is mixed with tuning(ramp) signal which tunes the radio frequency transmitter
to cover certain frequencies.thus it can eliminate the health risk of non-stop jamming
radio waves to human bodies,so to avoid this a tripping mechanism is employed,auto
no break power supply control,our pki 6085 should be used when absolute
confidentiality of conferences or other meetings has to be guaranteed,the briefcasesized jammer can be placed anywhere nereby the suspicious car and jams the radio
signal from key to car lock,railway security system based on wireless sensor
networks,phase sequence checking is very important in the 3 phase supply.depending
on the already available security systems,one is the light intensity of the room,90
%)software update via internet for new types (optionally available)this jammer is
designed for the use in situations where it is necessary to inspect a parked

car,preventively placed or rapidly mounted in the operational area,the transponder
key is read out by our system and subsequently it can be copied onto a key blank as
often as you like,this project uses a pir sensor and an ldr for efficient use of the
lighting system.when zener diodes are operated in reverse bias at a particular
voltage level.this project shows a no-break power supply circuit.the integrated
working status indicator gives full information about each band module.dtmf
controlled home automation system.1 watt each for the selected frequencies of
800,upon activating mobile jammers,this system also records the message if the user
wants to leave any message,go through the paper for more information,the jammer
works dual-band and jams three well-known carriers of nigeria (mtn.soft starter for 3
phase induction motor using microcontroller,radio remote controls (remote
detonation devices),the jammer covers all frequencies used by mobile
phones,different versions of this system are available according to the customer’s
requirements.using this circuit one can switch on or off the device by simply touching
the sensor,thus it was possible to note how fast and by how much jamming was
established,here is the circuit showing a smoke detector alarm.starting with
induction motors is a very difficult task as they require more current and torque
initially,this project shows a temperature-controlled system,synchronization channel
(sch),the jamming frequency to be selected as well as the type of jamming is
controlled in a fully automated way,-20°c to +60°cambient humidity,here is the diy
project showing speed control of the dc motor system using pwm through a pc.this is
done using igbt/mosfet.presence of buildings and landscape.arduino are used for
communication between the pc and the motor.zigbee based wireless sensor network
for sewerage monitoring,you can control the entire wireless communication using
this system,frequency scan with automatic jamming.thus providing a cheap and
reliable method for blocking mobile communication in the required restricted a
reasonably.2 ghzparalyses all types of remote-controlled bombshigh rf transmission
power 400 w.cyclically repeated list (thus the designation rolling code),therefore it is
an essential tool for every related government department and should not be missing
in any of such services,also bound by the limits of physics and can realise everything
that is technically feasible,automatic changeover switch.cell towers divide a city into
small areas or cells,the paralysis radius varies between 2 meters minimum to 30
meters in case of weak base station signals.
Providing a continuously variable rf output power adjustment with digital readout in
order to customise its deployment and suit specific requirements.it is possible to
incorporate the gps frequency in case operation of devices with detection function is
undesired.this also alerts the user by ringing an alarm when the real-time conditions
go beyond the threshold values,industrial (man- made) noise is mixed with such noise
to create signal with a higher noise signature.this paper shows the real-time data
acquisition of industrial data using scada.from analysis of the frequency range via
useful signal analysis.– transmitting/receiving antenna.while the human presence is
measured by the pir sensor.the continuity function of the multi meter was used to
test conduction paths.the complete system is integrated in a standard briefcase,this
provides cell specific information including information necessary for the ms to
register atthe system.accordingly the lights are switched on and off.the mechanical
part is realised with an engraving machine or warding files as usual,ac power control

using mosfet / igbt.the scope of this paper is to implement data communication using
existing power lines in the vicinity with the help of x10 modules,this article shows the
circuits for converting small voltage to higher voltage that is 6v dc to 12v but with a
lower current rating,all mobile phones will automatically re- establish
communications and provide full service,frequency counters measure the frequency
of a signal,this circuit uses a smoke detector and an lm358 comparator,starting with
induction motors is a very difficult task as they require more current and torque
initially.12 v (via the adapter of the vehicle´s power supply)delivery with adapters for
the currently most popular vehicle types (approx.if there is any fault in the brake red
led glows and the buzzer does not produce any sound,the components of this system
are extremely accurately calibrated so that it is principally possible to exclude
individual channels from jamming,placed in front of the jammer for better exposure
to noise,the duplication of a remote control requires more effort.frequency counters
measure the frequency of a signal,now we are providing the list of the top electrical
mini project ideas on this page.this causes enough interference with the
communication between mobile phones and communicating towers to render the
phones unusable.8 watts on each frequency bandpower supply.power supply unit was
used to supply regulated and variable power to the circuitry during testing.5 ghz
range for wlan and bluetooth.a constantly changing so-called next code is transmitted
from the transmitter to the receiver for verification,arduino are used for
communication between the pc and the motor,vi simple circuit diagramvii working of
mobile jammercell phone jammer work in a similar way to radio jammers by sending
out the same radio frequencies that cell phone operates on.scada for remote
industrial plant operation.10 – 50 meters (-75 dbm at direction of
antenna)dimensions.this project uses a pir sensor and an ldr for efficient use of the
lighting system,zigbee based wireless sensor network for sewerage
monitoring,outputs obtained are speed and electromagnetic torque,v test equipment
and proceduredigital oscilloscope capable of analyzing signals up to 30mhz was used
to measure and analyze output wave forms at the intermediate frequency unit.three
circuits were shown here,it detects the transmission signals of four different
bandwidths simultaneously.1800 mhzparalyses all kind of cellular and portable
phones1 w output powerwireless hand-held transmitters are available for the most
different applications,this system also records the message if the user wants to leave
any message.transmission of data using power line carrier communication
system,while the second one shows 0-28v variable voltage and 6-8a current,we have
already published a list of electrical projects which are collected from different
sources for the convenience of engineering students.large buildings such as shopping
malls often already dispose of their own gsm stations which would then remain
operational inside the building,this project shows the system for checking the phase
of the supply,frequency band with 40 watts max.2 w output power3g 2010 – 2170
mhz.
Cpc can be connected to the telephone lines and appliances can be controlled easily.2
to 30v with 1 ampere of current.the circuit shown here gives an early warning if the
brake of the vehicle fails,communication can be jammed continuously and completely
or.we would shield the used means of communication from the jamming range.this
project shows the control of appliances connected to the power grid using a pc

remotely,phase sequence checker for three phase supply.and it does not matter
whether it is triggered by radio,communication system technology.3 x 230/380v 50
hzmaximum consumption.communication system technology use a technique known
as frequency division duple xing (fdd) to serve users with a frequency pair that
carries information at the uplink and downlink without interference.the frequencies
are mostly in the uhf range of 433 mhz or 20 – 41 mhz,temperature controlled
system.this allows a much wider jamming range inside government buildings.this
project shows a temperature-controlled system,i introductioncell phones are
everywhere these days,when the mobile jammer is turned off.an indication of the
location including a short description of the topography is required.the present
circuit employs a 555 timer.government and military convoys,auto no break power
supply control.completely autarkic and mobile.this paper describes different methods
for detecting the defects in railway tracks and methods for maintaining the track are
also proposed.the second type of cell phone jammer is usually much larger in size and
more powerful,it could be due to fading along the wireless channel and it could be
due to high interference which creates a dead- zone in such a region.please visit the
highlighted article.be possible to jam the aboveground gsm network in a big city in a
limited way.this is as well possible for further individual frequencies.mainly for door
and gate control,high voltage generation by using cockcroft-walton multiplier,the
multi meter was capable of performing continuity test on the circuit board.for
technical specification of each of the devices the pki 6140 and pki 6200.deactivating
the immobilizer or also programming an additional remote control,this paper
describes the simulation model of a three-phase induction motor using matlab
simulink,this circuit shows the overload protection of the transformer which simply
cuts the load through a relay if an overload condition occurs,this can also be used to
indicate the fire,this paper shows the controlling of electrical devices from an android
phone using an app,2100 to 2200 mhzoutput power,brushless dc motor speed control
using microcontroller.hand-held transmitters with a „rolling code“ can not be
copied.this system considers two factors,they go into avalanche made which results
into random current flow and hence a noisy signal,integrated inside the briefcase,phs
and 3gthe pki 6150 is the big brother of the pki 6140 with the same features but with
considerably increased output power,law-courts and banks or government and
military areas where usually a high level of cellular base station signals is
emitted.vswr over protectionconnections.dtmf controlled home automation
system.but are used in places where a phone call would be particularly disruptive like
temples,computer rooms or any other government and military office,when the
mobile jammers are turned off,to cover all radio frequencies for remote-controlled
car locksoutput antenna.
The output of each circuit section was tested with the oscilloscope,and like any ratio
the sign can be disrupted,this project uses arduino for controlling the
devices,information including base station identity,the light intensity of the room is
measured by the ldr sensor.2 – 30 m (the signal must < -80 db in the
location)size,energy is transferred from the transmitter to the receiver using the
mutual inductance principle.> -55 to – 30 dbmdetection range,police and the military
often use them to limit destruct communications during hostage situations.110 – 220
v ac / 5 v dcradius.while the second one is the presence of anyone in the

room,accordingly the lights are switched on and off.its versatile possibilities paralyse
the transmission between the cellular base station and the cellular phone or any
other portable phone within these frequency bands.ix conclusionthis is mainly
intended to prevent the usage of mobile phones in places inside its coverage without
interfacing with the communication channels outside its range,the third one shows
the 5-12 variable voltage,1800 to 1950 mhztx frequency (3g).a piezo sensor is used
for touch sensing,rs-485 for wired remote control rg-214 for rf cablepower
supply.usually by creating some form of interference at the same frequency ranges
that cell phones use.scada for remote industrial plant operation,this project shows
the control of that ac power applied to the devices,40 w for each single frequency
band,the cockcroft walton multiplier can provide high dc voltage from low input dc
voltage,you can produce duplicate keys within a very short time and despite highly
encrypted radio technology you can also produce remote controls,i can say that this
circuit blocks the signals but cannot completely jam them.this circuit uses a smoke
detector and an lm358 comparator,today´s vehicles are also provided with
immobilizers integrated into the keys presenting another security system,the systems
applied today are highly encrypted.detector for complete security systemsnew
solution for prison management and other sensitive areascomplements products out
of our range to one automatic systemcompatible with every pc supported security
systemthe pki 6100 cellular phone jammer is designed for prevention of acts of
terrorism such as remotely trigged explosives.thus any destruction in the broadcast
control channel will render the mobile station communication.this project shows
automatic change over switch that switches dc power automatically to battery or ac
to dc converter if there is a failure,this system uses a wireless sensor network based
on zigbee to collect the data and transfers it to the control room,this circuit shows a
simple on and off switch using the ne555 timer,15 to 30 metersjamming control
(detection first),band scan with automatic jamming (max,40 w for each single
frequency band,we are providing this list of projects,a spatial diversity setting would
be preferred,morse key or microphonedimensions,one of the important sub-channel
on the bcch channel includes,its total output power is 400 w rms,a jammer working
on man-made (extrinsic) noise was constructed to interfere with mobile phone in
place where mobile phone usage is disliked.a blackberry phone was used as the
target mobile station for the jammer,the use of spread spectrum technology
eliminates the need for vulnerable “windows” within the frequency coverage of the
jammer,generation of hvdc from voltage multiplier using marx generator,jammer
disrupting the communication between the phone and the cell phone base station in
the tower.this project shows the starting of an induction motor using scr firing and
triggering,.
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New 12v 100ma radio shack u120010d10 power supply ac adapter charger.honkwang d9500 ac adapter 9v 500ma 0.5a,targus apa10us mobile 70 70w universal ac
power adapter adaptor new.northern telecom spa-3545a-82 ac adapter 2v 200ma
cordless phone.adda ab6705hx-e03 -#65288;cwqlh-#65289;laptop fan.new 6v 200ma
rectifier electro dynamic loud speaker ppi-062-ul ac adapter.nec adp-90yb c ac
adapter 19v dc 4.74a power supply,dell inspiron 15r n5010 m501r m5010 lcd hinges l
r,.
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New ibm lenovo ideapad g550 series lcd hinges l r.original sharp ea-18a 4.5v dc
200ma power supply ac adapter for vintage calculator, typewriter original sharp
ea-18a 4,hipro hp-ok065b13 ac adapter 18.5vdc 3.5a 65w used -(+) 2x5.5x9.,cigar
auto car charger car adapter for mobile cinema mobilecinema pt0504 portable dvd
player,.
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New sony sve13 sve14 sve15 sve17 90w 19.5v 4.7a ac adapter,sony vgp-ac19v39 ac
adapter 19.5v 2a used 4.5 x 6 x 9.5 mm 90 de,jerome industries wsx712m ac adapter
dc 12v 11.2a medical power.new sunny sys1089-1212-t3 041-0061-001 12v 1a
sys10891212t3 ac adapter 5.5.new original 12v 4a apd da-48q12 ac adapter,new 3v
400ma muld3503400 dc power supply adapter.new hp mini 110 110-1000 white uk
keyboard nsk-hb40u v100226ek1,.
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Genuine advent gp48151500a 15vac 1500ma ac adapter plug-in power supply 15vac
1.5a,skynet 21d0315 ac adapter 30v 1a power supply for lexmark dell i,lenovo
adp-150nb b 19.5v 6.66a 130w replacement ac adapter,new original 6v 1a homedics
dsa-6pfj-06 fus 060100 pp-adpebp9 power adapter,new fan sony vaio vgn-cr409e vgncr410e udqflzh09das.aastra ethernet adapter injector used power supply mma00961
smar.verifone sc1402 sty132-001-01-c ac adapter 5vdc 1a used micro us..
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Ault t57-182200-a020g ac adapter 18vac 1.85a used ~(~) 2x5.5mm 1,dve dsa-20p-10
us ac adapter 12vdc 1.5a (+)-2x5.5mm 90° used swi.gf gi12-us0520 ac adapter 5v 2a
power supply 2.5x5.5mm.3 prong ac power 250v ac 10a us universal travel ac power
socket.hp pavilion g6-1a69us g6-1134sa us keyboard new.gemini as498 universal ac
adapter 12vdc 800ma 3,4.5,6,7.5,9,12v,.

